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The magnetostatic integral operator in R3 is of considerable interest in both
scattering and potential theory. As well as for its scalar pendant, the electrostatic
integral operator, its eigenvalues, and its eigenfunctions play a fundamental role in
the theory of permanent magnetization. While the eigenvalues of both operators
are closely related, explicit expressions for the eigenfunctions of the magnetostatic
operator are known only in the case when the underlying surface is a sphere. For
the cases of ellipsoids and spheroids, we present explicit expressions for the
eigenvalues in terms of Lame functions and associated Legendre functions andÂ
expressions for eigenfunctions in terms of surface ellipsoidal and surface spheroidal
harmonics, respectively. As an application the permanent magnetization of ellip-
soids is discussed. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The magnetostatic integral operator occurs while using integral equation
methods for some boundary value problems for harmonic vector fields in
electromagnetics. This operator is closely related to the electrostatic
integral operator, which may be regarded as its scalar pendant. The
electrostatic integral operator has been the subject of several papers in
w xthis journal, e.g., 1]3, 17 . The relationship between the two operators has
w x w xbeen investigated by Martensen 13, 14 . Kress 8 has given explicit
expressions for the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the magnetostatic
operator for the case when the underlying surface is a sphere. To the
author's knowledge, the sphere is the only surface for which explicit
expressions for the eigenfunctions are known, whereas for the electrostatic
operator eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are known for the sphere, for
w xspheroids, and for ellipsoids; see 1, 2, 16 .
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This article is devoted to discussing the magnetostatic operator for
ellipsoidal surfaces. Further, the results are applied to a potential theoretic
model for the permanent magnetization of ellipsoidal bodies. The plan of
the paper is as follows: In this section we introduce the magnetostatic
integral operator in appropriate spaces of vector fields and reflect some
preliminary results. In Section 2 a potential theoretic model for permanent
magnetization due to Martensen is introduced. In Section 3 we discuss the
eigenvalue problem for ellipsoids and give explicit expressions for the
eigenvalues and eigenfunctions in terms of Lame functions. Section 4Â
applies the results in view of the permanent magnetization of ellipsoids.
Let D ; R3 be a compact domain with C 2-boundary S [ ­ D. The unit
Ã 3normal n on S shall be directed to the exterior D [ R _ D. By
a  . w a  .x3C D , C D we denote the uniformly Holder continuous functionsÈ
 .and vector fields on D, respectively, with Holder exponent a g 0, 1 .È
We introduce the Banach space
3G S [ j g C S : n ? j s 0, Div j s 0 .  . 4
of continuous tangential vector fields with zero surface divergence on S to
.be understood in a weak sense equipped with the maximum norm. By
a  .G S we denote the corresponding subspace of Holder continuous fields.È
We will see in Section 2 that those vector fields are of physical relevance.
The magnetostatic integral operator, defined by
1 1
Uj x [ y n x = grad = j y ds y , x g S, 1 .  .  .  .  .H x /< <2p x y yS
 . a  .  .maps G S ª G S ; G S , and the electrostatic integral operator, given
by
1 ­ 1
K 9u x [ u y ds y , x g S, 2 .  .  .  .H < <2p ­ n x x y y .S
 . a  .  .maps C S ª C S ; C S . It is well known that U and K 9 are compact
w x w xand that their eigenvalues are real and contained in y1, 1 ; see 7 . From
Riesz theory it follows that the dimensions of the null spaces N U q
.  . w x  4 w xlI , N K 9 y lI are finite for l g y1, 1 _ 0 . Martensen 13 estab-
 .  .lished an isomorphism between N U q lI and N K 9 y lI for l g
w x  4y1, 1 _ 0 . This isomorphism is expressed in terms of solutions of
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary value problems for harmonic vector
fields and allows the construction of the eigenfunctions of U from that of
K 9. In this paper we obtain the eigenfunctions of U in a direct manner by
separation of variables.
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2. DIPOLE DISTRIBUTIONS IN EQUILIBRIUM
In this section we discuss a potential theoretic model for the permanent
magnetization of a body D ; R3 by use of continuous distributions of
w xmagnetic dipoles in D which has been proposed by Martensen 12 . By
variation of an energy functional, we are led to certain dipole distributions
which are considered as possible permanent magnetizations of D. These
dipole distributions are characterized by an eigenvalue problem for the
magnetostatic integral operator.
w  .x3 w 1 .x3Consider a vector density m g C D l C D of magnetic dipoles
in D such that
33a adiv m g C D l C D , curl m g C D l C D . 3 .  .  . .  .
a  .The linear set of these dipole distributions m shall be denoted by V D .
a  .The vector potential of m g V D is given by
1 1
3A x [ m y = grad dy , x g R . .  .H < <4p x y yD
By partial integration we obtain
1 curl m y 1 n y = m y .  .  .
A x s dy y ds y . 4 .  .  .H H< < < <4p x y y 4p x y yD S
 .Thus A x can be interpreted as the vector potential of a system of
volume and surface currents with densities k [ curl m in D and j [
yn = m on S. Note that j has zero surface divergence on S.
 w x.By use of the fundamental theorem of vector analysis see, e.g., 11 , we
have
m x , x g D , .
curl A x y grad F x s 5 .  .  . Ã0, x g D ,
with the scalar potential
1 div m y 1 n y ? m y .  .  .
F x [ dy y ds y , 6 .  .  .H H< < < <4p x y y 4p x y yD S
3  .which is continuous in R . From 5 we get
curl curl A x s curl m x , div grad F x s ydiv m x , x g D. .  .  .  .
7 .
The magnetic field B and the magnetic induction H are defined by
B x [ m curl A x , H x [ grad F x , x g R3 _ S, 8 .  .  .  .  .0
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with m s 4p ? 10y7 WbrAm. Both B and H are harmonic vector fields0
3  .in R _ S and from 5 we obtain the well-known relations
1 m x , x g D , .
B x y H x s 9 .  .  .m Ã0, x g D.0
 w x.By the jump relations of vector potentials see, e.g., 4 , it follows that
< <B x y B x s ym n x = m x = n x , .  .  .  .  . .q y 0
< <H x y H x s n x ? m x n x , x g S, .  .  .  .  .q y
in the Cauchy sense
< <H x y H x [ lim H x q hn x y H x y hn x 4 .  .  .  . .  .q y
hª0
uniformly on S.
The electromagnetic energy of the dipole distribution m in D is defined
by
m m0 02 2w xW m [ H y dy s grad F y dy. 10 .  .  .H H
3 32 2R R
a  .For given m, m* g V D and corresponding F, F*, the following rela-
tion is useful for technical purposes:
grad F y ? grad F* y dy s y m* y ? grad F y dy. 11 .  .  .  .  .H H
3R D
 .  .The proof is straightforward by use of Green's first theorem, 8 , 10 , and
 .5 :
grad F y ? grad F* y dys ??? dy .  .H H
3 ÃR DqD
­ F* y ­ F* y .  .
s F y y F y ds y y F y DF* y dy .  .  .  .  .H H
3­ n y ­ n y .  .S Ry q
­ F* y .
s F y ds y q F y div m* y dy .  .  .  .H H
­ n y .S yS Dq y
s y m* y ? grad F y dy. .  .H
D
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w xHence a more convenient form for W m is
m0w xW m s y m y ? grad F y dy. 12 .  .  .H2 D
In order to model the permanent magnetization of D, let us consider
a  .dipole distributions m g V D to a fixed reference energy le¨el
m0 2w xV m [ m y dy. 13 .  .H2 D
This integral is a measure of the total ``magnetic quantity'' of m in D; see
w x14 .
a  . w xLet m g V D be a dipole density with V [ V m . Now consider0 0 0
the dipoles in D free in motion and orientation, i.e., m may be altered0
continuously while the magnetic quantity V is preserved. This process0
a  . w x  .adjusts a distribution m g V D such that the energy W m is at least
a  .stationary. This dipole distribution m g V D is said to be in equilibrium
in D to the energy le¨el V .0
This is a variational problem with an isoperimetric restriction: Find
a  . w x w xm g V D such that W m is stationary while V m s V . Hence, to0
obtain dipole distributions in equilibrium in D, we have to search for
a  .m g V D and L g R for which the first Gateaux differential
d
w x w x w x w xD W m y LV m , h [ W m q « h y LV m q « h 14 . .  .
d« «s0
a  .  .vanishes for all h g V D . Some elementary manipulations using 11
several times show that the above condition is equivalent to
ym h y ? grad F y q Lm y dy s 0 for h g V a D . 15 .  .  .  .  . .H0
D
a  .For the choice h [ grad F q Lm g V D , we obtain, together with
 .5 ,
grad F x s yLm x , curl A x s 1 y L m x , x g D. .  .  .  .  .
16 .
Scalar multiplication of grad F s yLm by m and integration over D
yields the Rayleigh quotient
w xW m
L s . 17 .w xV m
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Note that from the Schwarz inequality we obtain
2m0 2 22w x w x w x0 F W m F m y dy grad F y dy F V m W m .  .H H /2 D D
and thus 0 F L F 1. It can be shown that dipole distributions being in
 x w xequilibrium in D with L g 0, 1 are unstable, i.e., W m becomes station-
w xary but is not minimized; see 16 . L is somewhat like a ``measure of
w xinstability'': For L s 0 we have W m s 0, but in this case it follows
Ã a  .H s 0 in D. Thus we are searching for m g V D with the least possible
 x  .L g 0, 1 , which represents the nontrivial magnetization with lowest
energy and is therefore considered to be the privileged magnetization
of D.
w xFollowing Martensen 14 , we call m a permanent magnetization of D to
w x a  .  .the index L g 0, 1 if m g V D is harmonic in D and satisfies 16 .
 .From 16 we observe that m being in equilibrium in D is divergence free
w .  xfor L g 0, 1 , curl free for L g 0, 1 , and therefore harmonic for L g
 .  .0, 1 . Hence, for L g 0, 1 , the dipole distributions being in equilibrium
in D are permanent magnetizations of D and vice versa. In the following
 .we draw our attention to the case L g 0, 1 . For the cases L s 0 and
L s 1, which are of minor interest there may exist nonharmonic dipole
. w xdistributions in equilibrium in D , we refer to 14 .
a  .The vector potential of a permanent magnetization m g V D with
 .L g 0, 1 is simply
1 j y .
A x s ds y , 18 .  .  .H < <4p x y yS
 .  .  . a  . w  .x3with j y [ yn y = m y . Since m g V D , it follows that j g C S ,
 .n ? j s 0, and Div j s 0, i.e., j g G S . For the tangential component of
curl A, we have
1<n x = curl A x s y Uj x q j x s y 1 y L j x , x g S. .  .  .  .  .  . .y 2
19 .
a  .Hence a necessary condition for m g V D to be in equilibrium in D
 .with L g 0, 1 is that j [ yn = m is a solution of
Uj x s l j x , x g S, 20 .  .  .
 .for l s 1 y 2L g y1, 1 .
 .Conversely, for j g G S that is a solution of Uj s l j with l g
 x  4 a  .y1, 1 _ 0 , the dipole distribution m g V D that is the unique solu-
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tion of the vector boundary value problem
div m x s 0, curl m x s 0, x g D , .  .
21 .
n x = m x s yj x , x g S, .  .  .
 .is in equilibrium in D with L s 1 y l r2. This dipole distribution is
given by
2 1 j y .
m x s curl ds y , x g D ; 22 .  .  .H /< <1 q l 4p x y yS
w xsee 14 .
3. MAGNETOSTATIC OPERATOR FOR ELLIPSOIDS
 .Now we study the eigenvalue problem Uj s l j for j g G S for the case
of S being an ellipsoidal surface with semiaxes a G b G c ) 0, given by
x 2 x 2 x 21 2 33S : x s x , x , x g R : q q s 1 23 .  .1 2 3 2 2 2a b c
in Cartesian coordinates. To obtain explicit expressions for both the
eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions of U for S, we generalize an idea of
w xKress 8 , who has investigated the situation for the sphere. A complete
analysis is presented for the triaxial ellipsoid a ) b ) c. For the degener-
ate cases of spheroids and the sphere, only the results are given.
3.1. Ellipsoidal Coordinates and Lame FunctionsÂ
 .For the triaxial ellipsoid a ) b ) c , we introduce the system of ellip-
 . 3soidal coordinates r, m, n in R by the solutions of the cubic equation in
u :
x 2 x 2 x 21 2 3q q s 12 2 2a q u b q u c q u
 .for fixed x , x , x , where1 2 3
2 2 2 2 2w x w xr g yc , ` , m g yb , yc , n g ya , yb ..
 . The three surfaces r s constant ellipsoids , m s constant hyperboloids
.  .of one sheet , and n s constant hyperboloids of two sheets form a triply
3  .orthogonal coordinate system in R . S from 23 is given by r s 0. The
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 .relation to Cartesian coordinates x , x , x is given by1 2 3
a2 q r a2 q m a2 q n . .  .
2x s ,1 2 2 2 2a y b a y c .  .
b2 q r b2 q m b2 q n . .  .
2x s ,2 2 2 2 2b y c b y a .  .
24 .
c2 q r c2 q m c2 q n . .  .
2x s .3 2 2 2 2c y a c y b .  .
 . 3Note that for x r, m, n g R we have
< < 2 2 2 2 2 2 2x s x q x q x s r q m q n q a q b q c . 25 .1 2 3
For a differentiable function u, the normal derivative on S is given by
­ u ­ u abc
0, m , n s 2 p m , n 0, m , n , p m , n [ , 26 .  .  .  .  .
­ n ­r ’mn
where p is, geometrically speaking, the distance of the tangent plane in
 .0, m, n from the origin.
 .Since the scalar Laplacian separates in ellipsoidal coordinates, we
search for harmonic functions u that are regular in the origin of the form
u r , m , n [ L r M m N n . 27 .  .  .  .  .
 .For L r we obtain the Lame differential equationÂ
d dL
4D r D r s n n q 1 r q B L r 28 .  .  .  .  . . 5dr dr
for r G yc2, with
2 2 2’D r [ r q a r q b r q c , 29 .  . .  .  .
 w x w x.and parameters n g N, B g R see, e.g., 9 or 15 . The same differential
 .  .equation holds for M m , N n in its intervals.
 .  . 2In order to find solutions L r of 28 that are regular for r s yc ,
some special types of the Frobenius ansatz lead to algebraic equations for
B. With the total of 2n q 1 roots B m, m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, of these equations,n
we obtain the 2n q 1 Lame functions of order n of the first kind, denoted byÂ
m .L r , m s 0, . . . , 2n.n
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m .A theorem due to Stieltjes implies that L r has at most n simplen
1 k  2 2 . m .zeros u , . . . , u , k F n, contained in ya , yc . L r has the formn, m n, m n
k
k k k1 2 3m 2 2 2 jL r s r q a r q b r q c r y u , 30 .  . .  .  .  .n n , m
js1
with k being either 0 or 1r2.1, 2, 3
m .Explicit expressions of the L r exist up to order n s 3, e.g., forn
n s 0, 1 we have
0 0 2’L r s 1, L r s r q a , .  .0 1 31 .
1 2 2 2’ ’L r s r q b , L r s r q c . .  .1 1
For n ) 3 numerical methods are required to determine the B m and then
m . w xL r ; see 5, 9, 15 .n
In order to get harmonic functions ¨ that are regular at infinity, the
 .  .  .  .ansatz ¨ r, m, n [ K r M m N n leads to the Lame functions of orderÂ
n of the second kind, given by
` dr9
m mK r [ 2n q 1 L r , 32 .  .  .  .Hn n 2mr L r9 D r9 .  .n
m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, for n g N. Note that the Wronskian of Lm, K m isn n
2n q 1
m m m mW r [ L 9 r K r y K 9 r L r s . 33 .  .  .  .  .  .n n n n n D r .
m . m .L r , K r have the following asymptotic behavior:n n
a9
m n r2L r s r 1 q q ??? , .n  /r
34 .
a0
m ynq1.r2K r s r 2 q q ??? , a9, a0 g R. .n  /r
For given n g N, the 2n q 1 products
m m m w 2 2 x w 2 2 xM m , n [ M m N n , m g yb , yc , n g ya , yb , .  .  .n n n
35 .
are called surface ellipsoidal harmonics of order n. The system of the Mm,n
2 .m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N, is orthogonal and complete in L S with inner
product
u , ¨ [ u y ¨ y ds y . 36 .  .  .  .  .H
S
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The functions
Lm r , m , n [ Lm r Mm m , n , .  .  .n n n
37 .
m m mK r , m , n [ K r M m , n , .  .  .n n n
m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, build up the system of interior and exterior ellipsoidal
harmonics of order n g N, respectively. It is well known that, written in
Cartesian coordinates, Lm is a harmonic polynomial in x , x , x of ordern 1 2 3
n. For example, for n s 0, 1 we have
L0 x , x , x s 1, L0 x , x , x s a x , .  .0 1 2 3 1 1 2 3 0 1 38 .
1 2L x , x , x s a x , L x , x , x s a x , .  .1 1 2 3 1 2 1 1 2 3 2 3
with a g R _ 0.k
3.2. Eigen¨alue Problem
We now return to the eigenvalue problem for the magnetostatic opera-
tor for the triaxial ellipsoid.
THEOREM 1. The ¨ector ellipsoidal harmonics with zero surface di¨ er-
gence,
jm x [ n x = Grad Mm x , x g S, 39 .  .  .  .n n
 .m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N, are eigenfunctions of U in G S with eigen¨alues
2 abc
m m ml [ 1 y L 9 0 K 0 . 40 .  .  .n n n2n q 1
Proof. Consider the harmonic vector fields
um x [ grad Lm x , ¨ m x [ grad K m x 41 .  .  .  .  .n n n n
 . m .  .for m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N. With 34 it follows that ¨ x s o 1 asn
x ª `. From the decomposition
­ u
grad u 0, m , n s 0, m , n n m , n q Grad u 0, m , n 42 .  .  .  .  .
­ n
on S, where Grad u denotes the surface gradient of u on S, we deduce
m m m m m mn = u s L 0 n = Grad M , n ? u s 2 p L 9 0 M , 43 .  .  .n n n n n n
m m m m m mn = ¨ s K 0 n = Grad M , n ? ¨ s 2 p K 9 0 M 44 .  .  .n n n n n n
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on S. Hence application of the Cauchy integral formula for harmonic
m m Ã w x.vector fields see, e.g., 11, p. 147 for u in D and for ¨ in D yieldsn n
1 n y ? um y n y = um y .  .  .  .n nmu x s grad ds y y curl ds y , .  .  .H Hn < < < <2 4p x y y 4p x y yS S
45 .
1 n y ? ¨ m y n y = ¨ m y .  .  .  .n nmy ¨ x s grad ds y y curl ds y , .  .  .H Hn < < < <2 4p x y y 4p x y yS S
x g S. 46 .
m m  . m m  .Resolve n ? u , n = u by 43 , n ? ¨ , n = ¨ by 44 , and the left-handn n n n
 . w m x  .sides by 41 . Multiply the first equation by K 9 0 , the second byn
w m x  .L 9 0 , and subtract the equations. This leads ton
1
m m m m mL 9 0 K 0 q K 9 0 L 0 Grad M x .  .  .  .  . .n n n n n2
m mq 2 p x L 9 0 K 9 0 n x .  .  .  .n n
m m m ms L 9 0 K 0 y K 9 0 L 0 .  .  .  . .n n n n
n y = Grad Mm y .  .n
?curl ds y , x g S. 47 .  .H < <4p x y yS
 .Taking the tangential component via n x = ? on S and division by the
 .nonzero Wronskian 33 of the Lame equation yieldsÂ
n y = Grad Mm y .  .n
n x = curl ds y .  .H < <4p x y yS
1 2 abc
m m ms 1 y L 9 0 K 0 n x = Grad M x . .  .  .  .n n n /2 2n q 1
 .In view of the product rule for the curl and the definition 1 of U, this
reads
Ujm x s lmjm x , 48 .  .  .n n n
with
jm x [ n x = Grad Mm x , x g S, 49 .  .  .  .n n
2 abc
m m ml [ 1 y L 9 0 K 0 , 50 .  .  .n n n2n q 1
m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N.
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From the identity Div n = a s yn ? curl a, applied to grad Lm orn
m m m  .grad K on S, it is readily seen that Div j s 0 on S and thus j g G S .l n n
It remains to show that the jm, m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N, are the onlyn
 .eigenfunctions of U in G S .
THEOREM 2. The ¨ector ellipsoidal harmonics with zero surface di¨ ergence
m  .  .j from 39 for m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N, are complete in G S .n
 . mProof. We have to verify that i the j are linearly independent andn
 .  .ii for u g G S with
u , jm [ u y ? jm y ds y s 0, m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n , n g N, 51 .  .  .  . . Hn n
S
it follows that u s 0 on S.
m 2 . mFirst, from the completeness of the M in L S , it is clear that the Mn n
0  m4are linearly independent. Let M [ M s 1 and M , . . . , M ; M for0 0 1 l n
m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N, and j [ n = Grad M , k s 1, . . . , l. Fork k
l c j s 0 with c g R, it follows that n = l c Grad M s 0 andks1 k k k ks1 k k
thus l c M s const \ c M , from which c s c s ??? s c s 0 im-ks1 k k 0 0 0 1 k
mediately follows.
w 1 .x3Let u g C S with n ? u s 0 and Div u s 0 on S be such that
 m.  .u, j s 0 for m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N. From the product rule Div w a sn
 m.  .Grad w ? a q w Div a, we conclude that u ? n = Grad M s y n = u ?n
m m  .  m.  .Grad M s M Div n = u y Div n = uM , and from H Div a ds y s 0n n n S
it follows that
Mm y Div n y = u y ds y s 0. .  .  .  . .H n
S
 .Hence Div n = u s 0 on S. Thus, for a connected surface S* ; S with
smooth boundary curve C*, it follows that
0 s Div n y = u y ds y s y t y ? u y ds y , .  .  .  .  .  . .H H
S* C*
where t denotes the unit tangent to C*, oriented counterclockwise. Hence
1 .u can be written as a surface gradient u s Grad f , f g C S , with
Div Grad f s 0 on S. From the identity H w Div a ds s yH Grad w ? a ds,S S
we get
20 s f y Div Grad f y ds y s y Grad f y ds y , .  .  .  .  .H H
S S
from which it follows that Grad f s 0 and therefore u s 0 on S. The proof
is completed by a denseness argument.
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3.3. Degenerate Cases: Sphere and Spheroid
 . w xFor the sphere a s b s c s 1 , Kress 8 has given the eigenvalues and
 .the eigenfunctions of U in G S :
1
m ml s , j x s n x = Grad Y x , x g S, 52 .  .  .  .n n n2n q 1
where Y m, m s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, denote the surface spherical harmonics ofn
order n g N. Note that l has multiplicity 2n q 1.n
For S being a prolate spheroid, we introduce the system of prolate
 . 3spheroidal coordinates j , h, f in R , which is related to the Cartesian
 .system x , x , x via1 2 3
d 1r22 2x s j y 1 1 y h cos f , .  .1 2
d 1r22 2x s j y 1 1 y h sin f , .  .2 2
d
x s jh ,3 2
w . w x w xwith j g 1, ` , h g y1, 1 , f g 0, 2p , and parameter d ) 0. The sur-
faces j s constant ) 1 represent confocal prolate spheroids with foci at
 .  . 20, 0, dr2 in Cartesian coordinates and semiaxes a s b s dr2 j y
.1r2  .1 , c s dr2 j . The degenerate case j s 1 corresponds to the line
segment between the foci.
The eigenvalues of K 9 for j s constant ) 1 have been given by Ahner
w x  .and Arenstorf 2 . By Martensen's result see Section 1 , we obtain the
 .eigenvalues of U in G S :
n y m ! .mq 1m 2 m ml j s y1 j y 1 P j Q j 9, 53 .  .  .  .  . .n n nn q m ! .
m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, n g N. An analogous consideration as for the triaxial
 .ellipsoid yields the eigenfunctions of U in G S :
jcm h , f [ n h , f = Grad P m h cos mf , m s 0, 1, . . . , n , .  .  .  . .n n
jsm h , f [ n h , f = Grad P m h sin mf , 54 .  .  .  .  . .n n
m s 1, . . . , n , n g N.
Hence l0 has multiplicity one and each of the lm, m ) 0, has multiplicityn n
two.
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For S being an oblate spheroid, we use the oblate spheroidal coordi-
 . 3nates j , h, f in R by
d 1r22 2x s j q 1 1 y h cos f , .  .1 2
d 1r22 2x s j q 1 1 y h sin f , .  .2 2
d
x s jh ,3 2
w . w x w xwith j g 0, ` , h g y1, 1 , f g 0, 2p , and parameter d ) 0. The sur-
faces j s constant ) 0 represent oblate spheroids with semiaxes a s b s
 . 2 .1r2  .dr2 j q 1 , c s dr2 j . The degenerate case j s 0 corresponds to
the circular disk of radius r s dr2 which lies in the x rx -plane and is1 2
centered at the origin.
The eigenvalues of K 9 for j s constant ) 0 have been given by Ahner,
w xDyakin, and Raevskii 3 :
n y m ! .mm 2 m ml j s y1 j q 1 P ij Q ij 9, 55 .  .  .  .  . .n n nn q m ! .
m s 0, 1, 2, . . . , n, n g N, where the prime denotes differentiation with
m .respect to the argument ij . In like manner we obtain for l j then
m m  .  .eigenfunctions jc , js 54 of U in G S .n n
The bifurcation of the eigenvalue l of the sphere into n q 1 eigenval-n
ues lm, m s 0, . . . , n, while deforming the sphere into spheroids is illus-n
trated in Fig. 1 for n s 1, 2. The axes ratio x s cra is taken as the
 .abscissa, so x s 1 is a sphere a s b s c , 0 - x - 1 is an oblate spheroid
 .  .a s b ) c , and x ) 1 is a prolate spheroid a s b - c . An interesting
phenomenon that may be observed is that there are some x for which the
eigenvalue lines cross. In this case the corresponding eigenvalue raises its
multiplicity.
4. PERMANENT MAGNETIZATION OF ELLIPSOIDS
In this section we apply the preceding results to the theory of permanent
magnetization of ellipsoids. Recall that permanent magnetizations m g
a  .  .V D are characterized by the vector boundary value problem 21 :
div m ¨ s 0, curl m x s 0, x g D , .  .
n x = m x s yjk x , x g S, .  .  .n
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 .FIG. 1. Palot of the eigenvalues of U for spheroids n s 1, 2 . The dashed lines are the
eigenvalues of multiplicity one.
k .  . k .with j x s n x = Grad M x , k s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N. The solutionsn n
 .are up to a constant factor
mk x [ yLk 0 grad Lk x , x g D , 56 .  .  .  .n n n
 .k s 0, 1, . . . , 2n, n g N, as can be easily verified by use of 42 .
In order to find the privileged magnetization, we search for mk with then
k  k .  .least L [ 1 y l r2 g 0, 1 . Hence we have to determine the largestn n
k  .eigenvalue l g y1, 1 . The permanent magnetization itself determinesn
the magnetic far field: For mk with n s 1, we have a dipole far field; forn
w xn s 2, 3, . . . , we obtain quadrupole, octupole, . . . far fields; see 15 .
0  .Taking n s 1, k s 0, we obtain m s a 1, 0, 0 , a g R, which is a1
 .homogeneous dipole distribution in the direction of the major x -axis of1
the ellipsoid. For n s 1, k s 1, 2, we get homogeneous distributions in the
direction of the x -, x -axes, respectively. Calculation of the corresponding2 3
eigenvalues yields
` dr9
kl s 1 y abc , k s 0, 1, 2, 57 .H1 2r9 q d D r9 . .0 k
with d s a, d s b, d s c, from which we get l0 ) l1 ) l2 because0 1 2 1 1 1
d ) d ) d .0 1 2
It can be shown that for ellipsoids with
a 6
1 - - 58 .(c 5
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we have
l0 ) lk , n g N, k s 0, . . . , 2n. 59 .1 n
 .Numerical investigations presume that 59 holds for arbitary ellipsoids;
w xsee 15 .
Therefore the homogeneous dipole distribution in the direction of the
major axis represents the privileged permanent magnetization for ellip-
w xsoids and the corresponding far field of H is of dipole type; see 15 .
This might be regarded as an explanation for the physical fact that
magnetized bodies mostly have far fields of dipole type.
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